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Introduction

As measured by flows of jobs and workers across employers, U.S. labor markets became much less fluid in recent decades. We document a large, broad-based decline in these labor market flows, drawing on multiple data sources and updating results in previous work. An aging workforce and a secular shift away from younger and smaller employers partly account for the long-term decline in labor market fluidity. These forces are not the main story, however. Instead, we find large declines in the rate at which workers reallocate across employers within cells defined by gender and age and by gender and education. Likewise, there are large declines in the rate at which jobs reallocate across employers within cells defined by industry, employer size and employer age. International comparisons suggest that the U.S. experience of a large secular decline in the pace of job reallocation is somewhat unusual.

In light of these facts, we consider whether reduced labor market fluidity is cause for serious concern about the past and future performance of the U.S. economy. There are, as we discuss, some beneficial and benign aspects of reduced labor market fluidity. But we also identify strong reasons for concern about the consequences of reduced fluidity for productivity growth and real wages. Perhaps the most serious concerns involve the implications of reduced fluidity for employment rates, especially among marginal workers and those with limited skills. We develop this theme in Sections II and III, drawing on several strands of previous research. Our discussion leads to the hypothesis that fluid labor markets promote high levels of employment. Conversely, according to this hypothesis, a secular decline in labor market fluidity is a force for lower employment rates.

The closest antecedent to our treatment of this hypothesis is a study by Robert Shimer (2001). He also formulates and investigates a “fluid labor market hypothesis,” drawing inspiration from a model that links recruiting costs to the share of young workers in the labor market. Employers in Shimer’s model find it easier to recruit new employees when the youth labor share is high. Easier recruiting, in turn, leads to higher equilibrium job creation and lower unemployment
rates for workers of all ages. Our discussion stresses that fluid labor markets can promote full employment through other mechanisms as well, especially human capital accumulation, and that the youth share is only one factor among many behind secular changes in labor market fluidity. In addition, we bring more and better data to our investigation of the fluid labor market hypothesis.

Our empirical examination of the hypothesis exploits data on state-level rates of employment, job reallocation and worker reallocation. We estimate the effects of the reallocation measures on state-level employment rates for groups defined by gender, education and age, while controlling for state fixed effects, national and state-level cyclical conditions, and the presence of children and young children in the household. To address concerns about the endogeneity of the reallocation measures, we deploy instruments that capture the youth share of the population in the state and time period, the relative abundance of less-educated young persons, and changes to state-level reallocation intensity that derive from national shifts in the industry mix of employment and industry-level reallocation intensities. Our key identifying assumption is that these instrumental variables do not affect group-level employment rates within the state, conditional on the controls, except through their effects on the pace of job and worker reallocation.

We find large, statistically significant effects of worker reallocation rates on the employment rates of the young and the less educated. The effects are uniformly larger for men. For example, a 100 basis point decline in the worker reallocation rate yields an estimated 77 basis point decline in the employment rate for men who did not finish high school. For men under 25 who did not finish high school, the corresponding estimate is 143 basis points. The larger estimated effects for the young, the less educated, and men comport well with the actual pattern of larger employment rate declines for these groups. When we use the job reallocation rate as our fluidity measure, doubling our sample period, we find positive and statistically significant effects of fluidity in all education groups for men and women. For both fluidity measures, the cross-state patterns of declines in actual employment rates are captured reasonably well by the predictions of our regression models.
The next section explores the dimensions of secular decline in the pace of U.S. worker and job reallocation. Section II asks whether reduced labor market fluidity is cause for serious concern. Section III develops the hypothesis that fluid labor markets promote high employment rates, drawing on Shimer (2001) and many other works. Section IV reports our empirical investigation of the hypothesis. We set forth our main conclusions, implications for policy makers, and identify important open questions in Section V.

I. Secular Decline in the Pace of U.S. Labor Market Flows

Figure 1 reports quarterly labor market flows, expressed as a percent of employment, based on data from the Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) and the Business Employment Dynamics (BED) program. Job creation is the sum of employment gains at new and expanding establishments, and job destruction is the sum of employment losses at exiting and shrinking establishments. Hires, quits and layoffs follow the concepts in the JOLTS.\(^1\) The series plotted in Figure 1 exhibit prominent cyclical patterns, but they also show large declines from 1990 to 2013.\(^2\)

Figure 2 re-organizes the information to make it easier to discern trend changes in the pace of labor market flows. The quarterly job reallocation rate (sum of creation and destruction rates) fell steadily to stand at 12.2% of employment in 2013Q2, one-third below its peak value in 1991Q1 and more than one quarter below its average value in 1990. The quarterly worker reallocation rate (sum of hires and separations) shows a different pattern, changing little over the full course of the 1990s. It then fell sharply from 33.5% of employment per quarter in 1999 to 24.1% in 2010, before

---

\(^1\) The JOLTS sample has too little mass in the tails of the (employment-weighted) cross-sectional distribution of employer growth rates and too little mass near zero, as shown in Davis et al. (2009). The effect is to understate worker flows, which are much larger at employers in the tails of the growth rate distribution. To address this issue, we reweight the JOLTS micro data to match the cross-sectional distribution of employer growth rates in the BED. Our reweighting adjustments follow the methods of Davis et al. (2009) and Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger (2012).

\(^2\) Many indicators, based on a variety of data sources and measurement methods, show a secular decline in the risk of job loss facing American workers since the early 1980s. See Davis (2008), Davis et al. (2010), Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger (2012), Fujita (2012), and Elsby, Hobijn and Şahin (2013).
rebonding slightly. Figure 2 also reports excess worker flows over and above the amount required to accommodate job flows – “churning” in the language of Burgess, Lane and Stevens (2000) and Lazear and Spletzer (2012). Churning flows rose over much of the 1990s and then fell steeply during the 2000s.

It’s worth stressing that Figure 2 provides evidence of secular declines in the pace of job reallocation and in the pace of churn. According to Figure 2, the quarterly worker reallocation rate fell by 8.7 percentage points from 1990Q2 to 2013Q2. A drop in churning accounts for 4.6 points of this long-term decline in worker reallocation, and a drop in job reallocation accounts for 4.1 points. In other words, a slower pace of job flows accounts for somewhat less than half the long-term decline in worker reallocation. All three measures – job reallocation, churn, and their sum, worker reallocation – fell substantially in the past quarter century. This commonality of trends is more than coincidental, as we discuss shortly.

Figure 3 reports annual rates of job reallocation across firms and establishments, drawing on comprehensive Census data sources for nonfarm private sector employers. These Census sources lack data on worker flows, but they let us examine job reallocation in earlier years. As seen in Figure 3, the secular decline in job reallocation rates dates back to at least the early 1980s. Using data from the Current Population Survey, Davis et al. (2010) show that unemployment inflows and outflows fell by nearly half, as a percent of employment, from the early 1980s to the early 2000s, and that much of this decline is due to the drop in job reallocation. Molloy, Smith and Wozniak (2014) trace large, broad-based declines in interstate migration rates since the 1980s mainly to declines in job-related reasons for geographic mobility.

Previous studies by Davis et al. (2007, 2010) and Decker et al. (2014b) show that declines in job reallocation rates and in the volatility of business growth rates are widespread across industries

---

3 Similarly, Hyatt and Spletzer (2013) find large declines in quarterly U.S. labor market flows from 1998 to 2010, drawing on data from the BED, JOLTS and other sources.
since the early 1980s. Figure 4 illustrates this pattern for selected industry sectors, drawing on data from the Business Dynamics Statistics program. As seen in the figure, Retail Trade experienced an especially pronounced fall in the pace of job reallocation.

How have shifts in the industry, size and age distributions of employment contributed to the secular decline in the pace of job reallocation? Changes in the industry distribution cut in the “wrong” direction (Decker et al., 2014b). That is, the U.S. employment mix shifted from industries with relatively low job reallocation rates (e.g., Manufacturing) to industries with relatively high reallocation rates (e.g., Retail Trade). As discussed in Davis et al. (2007), much of the decline in job reallocation and business volatility within Retail Trade reflects a marked shift of activity to larger firms and establishments, which are less volatile than smaller businesses. An important and broader phenomenon is the secular shift away from younger firms, illustrated in Appendix Figure A.1. Davis et al. (2007) and Decker et al. (2014b) find that this shift accounts for about one quarter of the secular decline in business volatility and the pace of job reallocation since the early 1980s. Taken together, shifts in the industry, size and age distributions of employment account for about 15 percent of the secular decline in job reallocation (Decker et al., 2014b).

Figure 5 reveals a remarkably close relationship between job flows and worker flows in the cross-section of employer growth rates. When plotted as functions of establishment growth rates, rates of hires and separation exhibit “hockey-stick” shapes. The hires relation is nearly flat to the left of zero (contracting employers) and rises more than one-for-one with employment growth to the right of zero (expanding employers), with a pronounced kink at zero. The separations relation is a mirror image of the hires relation. These cross-sectional relations are highly stable over time, differing little between boom and bust periods (Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger, 2012). In short,

---

4 Haltiwanger, Hathaway and Miranda (2014) find that job reallocation rates rose in certain high-tech industries during the 1990s, counter to the trend in other industries. Even in those same high-tech industries, however, the pace of job reallocation fell substantially during the 2000s.
hires are tightly linked to job creation in the cross section, and separations are tightly linked to job destruction.\(^5\)

This figure helps us understand the time-series relationship between job reallocation and worker reallocation in Figure 2. The cross-sectional distribution of employer growth rates became less dispersed and more concentrated about zero in recent decades (Davis et al., 2007, Decker et al., 2014b). When employer growth rates become more concentrated about zero, fewer job positions shift from shrinking to growing employers, and job reallocation declines. The pace of worker flows diminishes as well, according to Figure 5, because rates of hires and separations are much smaller for employers with small positive or negative growth rates. Moreover, because hires and separations rise more than one-for-one with job flows as employer growth rates move away from zero (in the positive direction for hires and the negative direction for separations), churn rates also diminish as employer growth rates become more concentrated about zero. Thus, in light of Figure 5, trends in job reallocation rates feed into the trends in both churn rates and overall worker reallocation rates. These observations explain why we see much commonality of trends in the rates of job reallocation, churn, and overall worker reallocation.

Figure 6 displays quarterly job and worker reallocation rates by gender and age group from 1999 to 2012. We tabulate the statistics plotted in this figure from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI), which draw on comprehensive administrative records for most states in the United States. As before, job reallocation is the sum of job creation and destruction, and worker reallocation is the sum of hires and separations.\(^6\) These plots show large declines in the pace of job

---

\(^5\) See Fujita and Nakajima (2014) for a theoretical model that delivers the hockey-stick shapes in Figure 5 and reproduces major patterns in the cyclical behavior of job flows and worker flows.

\(^6\) JOLTS and QWI data deliver similar messages about trends, but measured worker reallocation is markedly higher in the QWI. We adjust for missing tail mass in the JOLTS sample (footnote 1), which brings the JOLTS measure of worker reallocation closer to the QWI measure. After this adjustment, the average quarterly worker reallocation rate from 1998:2 to 2012:2 is 28.9 percent in the JOLTS and 45.1 percent in the QWI. The discrepancy appears to partly reflect the fuller capture of short duration jobs in the QWI. When restricting attention to jobs that last at least one quarter,
flows and worker flows across age groups for both men and women. The declines largely predate the Great Recession. In fact, the churn component of worker reallocation rates actually rebounds modestly after the Great Recession, as shown in Appendix Figure A.2. Figure 7 and Appendix Figure A.3 show that rates of job reallocation, worker reallocation and churn also fell sharply across education groups for both men and women. Similar patterns hold when using QWI flows calculated from employment relationships that survive for at least one full calendar quarter.

Secular declines in labor market fluidity are also pervasive across states. Figure 8 shows that rates of job reallocation, churn and worker reallocation fell from 1999-2001 to 2010-12 in all 30 states covered by the QWI. Figure 9 shows that job reallocation rates fell from 1988-90 to 1998-2000 and from 1998-2000 to 2008-2010 in all 50 states. Notably, the magnitude of the declines varies greatly across states. In Section IV, we use this cross-state heterogeneity in the changes as leverage for estimating the effects of fluidity on employment and unemployment rates. Appendix figures A.5 to A.7 consider the role of compositional shifts in the state-level changes. Shifts in the age distribution of workers account for modest shares of the declines in state-level worker reallocation from 1998-200 to 2009-11, while the education mix plays no role. Industry distribution shifts go in the “wrong” direction to account for changes in state-level job reallocation rates.

Figure 10 provides some international perspective on the U.S. experience in recent decades. We focus on changes over time within countries, because measured flows are strongly influenced by labor market institutions, the structure of production and employment, data quality, and measurement methods – all of which can differ greatly across countries. According to Figure 10, the United States is somewhat unusual in terms of its secular decline in job reallocation. While a

the average QWI worker reallocation rate is only 21.4 percent. Another source of understatement in the JOLTS (for which we do not adjust) involves very young establishments, which have very high worker reallocation even when conditioning on establishment growth. Very young establishments are missing from the JOLTS sample frame, because it takes at least a year to identify new establishments, perform pre-sample processing, and bring them into the sample. 

7 Hyatt and Spletzer (2013) find similar results at the national level.
more extensive set of international comparisons might tell a different story, the evidence here suggests that secular declines in U.S. labor market flows largely reflect forces and developments that are specific to, or more pronounced in, the United States.

Summing up, the United States underwent a large, broad-based decline in the pace of labor market flows in recent decades. The decline holds across major industry sectors, across all states, and across age and education groups for both men and women. A shift away from younger firms plays an important role in the slowdown of job reallocation, while secular shifts in the industry distribution cut the other way. An aging workforce is a factor behind the slowdown of worker reallocation. Thus, composition shifts among employers and workers contribute to the secular declines in the pace of job and worker reallocation. The main story, however, is a general shift toward less fluidity in U.S. labor markets.

It might be tempting to conclude from this evidence that U.S. labor markets have become less flexible in some broader sense. However, that more sweeping conclusion does not follow from the foregoing evidence. As noted in Davis et al. (2007), a relaxation of restraints on employer-level wage and hours adjustments can yield smaller job flows in response to idiosyncratic employer-specific labor demand shocks. A similar point applies to worker flows. See Bertola and Rogerson (1997) and Pries and Rogerson (2005) for thoughtful analyses of the relationship between various aspects of labor market flexibility and the magnitude of labor market flows.

II. Is the Reduced Fluidity of U.S. Labor Markets Cause for Concern?

Labor market fluidity can affect economic performance in many ways. Our discussion here stresses implications for employment, productivity and wages, highlighting both positive and negative effects of reduced fluidity.

A. Beneficial and Benign Aspects of Reduced Fluidity

According to the canonical search equilibrium model of Mortensen and Pissarides (1994), less job destruction means fewer job-losing workers, smaller unemployment inflows, and lower
unemployment rates. Lower steady-state job reallocation in the MP model also implies less job loss, smaller unemployment flows, and lower unemployment.\textsuperscript{8} Davis et al. (2010) investigate the role of this simple mechanism in the long-term decline of U.S. unemployment inflow rates. They find that inflow rates for experienced workers trended down by larger amounts in industries with larger long-term drops in job destruction rates. The same pattern holds when using job reallocation or business volatility in place of job destruction in their industry-level regressions.

To quantify the long-term effect of falling job destruction on unemployment inflows, Davis et al. (2010) first estimate regressions on industry-level panel data with non-overlapping three-year time periods. They control for industry and period fixed effects to isolate variation over time within industries. In their preferred specification, a 100 basis point fall in the quarterly job destruction rate lowers the monthly unemployment inflow rate among experienced workers by an estimated 28 basis points. Second, they apply this estimate to the 174 basis point fall in quarterly job destruction from 1990 to 2005 to obtain an implied drop in monthly unemployment inflows of 48 basis points – which amounts to 55 percent of the actual drop in the inflow rate from 1990 to 2005 and 22 percent of its average value over the period. A similar exercise finds that falling job destruction accounts for 28 percent of the much larger drop in unemployment inflow rates from 1982-83 to 2005.

Other research on the secular behavior of unemployment flows starts from the well-known fact that younger workers experience more frequent unemployment spells. Building on this fact, Shimer (1998) and Fujita (2012) provide evidence that an aging workforce is another major factor behind the big drop in unemployment and unemployment inflow rates after the early 1980s. While unemployment inflow rates rose sharply during the Great Recession, they returned to pre-recession lows by 2014. Several other job-loss measures – the JOLTS layoff rate, the rate of new claims for

\textsuperscript{8} Fujita (2012) derives this implication in a richer MP-type model that incorporates the skill obsolescence feature of Ljungvist and Sargent (1998) and Den Haan, Haefke and Ramey (2005).
unemployment insurance benefits, and the BED job destruction rate – also reached historic lows by early 2014. See Appendix Figure A.4.

In summary, demographic trends and a declining pace of job reallocation largely account for the very sizable long-term drop in unemployment inflow rates. In contrast, the outflow rate from the unemployment pool shows no strong trend prior to the Great Recession. Thus, the large drop in the U.S. unemployment rate from the early 1980s to the mid 2000s mainly reflects the drop in unemployment inflow rates, which we attribute to falling job reallocation and an aging workforce. In this light, the secular decline in job reallocation appears as a beneficial development that brings greater job security and a lower incidence of unemployment. And the secular decline in the churn component of worker reallocation is, in part, a benign consequence of an aging workforce.

Job loss can lead to lower earnings for many years following a displacement event. See, for example, the studies of displaced workers by Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan (1993), Couch and Placzek (2010), and Davis and von Wachter (2011). Sullivan and von Wachter (2009) provide evidence that displaced workers experience higher mortality rates than otherwise comparable workers who do not lose jobs. Davis and von Wachter review other research that links worker displacement to negative effects on health outcomes, marital stability, emotional well-being, and the schooling achievement and cognitive development of displaced workers’ children. In view of this evidence, it is reasonable to hypothesize that lower job reallocation rates reduce the incidence of these negative effects. We say “hypothesize,” not “conclude,” because a slower pace of job reallocation can worsen the consequences for those who lose jobs, as we discuss below.

Reduced labor market fluidity is, in part, a by-product of developments in specific sectors that raised productivity and improved consumer welfare. The U.S. retail trade sector provides a clear case in point. Wal-Mart and other big-box firms transformed supply chains, wholesale distribution, inventory management, pricing, and product selection in recent decades. Wal-Mart opened its first store in 1962 and by 2007 operated 4,000 stores (including Sam’s Club outlets) and
employed 1.3 million workers in the United States alone (Basker, 2007). Other national chains such as Target and “category killers” like Home Depot, Staples, Barnes & Noble, and Best Buy also played significant roles in transforming the retail sector. According to McKinsey Global Institute (2001), labor productivity growth in the general merchandising segment of retail trade jumped from 5.3% per year in 1987-95 to 10.1% in 1995-1999. The McKinsey study attributes one-third of this jump to the direct effect of Wal-Mart and two-thirds to the spread of Wal-Mart best practices to competitors. Foster, Haltiwanger and Krizan (2006) attribute large retail sector productivity gains in the 1990s mainly to the reallocation of jobs and workers away from less productive stores to newer, more productive ones operated by national chains. Basker (2005), Basker and Noel (2009) and Hausman and Liebtag (2007) show that these developments yielded lower prices for consumers.

As a result of these changes, the U.S. retail sector became organized around much larger firms and establishments (Jarmin, Klimek and Miranda, 2009). Many studies document a strong negative relationship between employer size and the pace of job reallocation (Davis and Haltiwanger, 1999). JOLTS data show a negative relationship between employer size and worker reallocation. Thus, the transformation of the U.S. retail sector in recent decades, which had positive effects on productivity and consumer welfare, contributed to the slowdown in job and worker reallocation by shifting activity to larger firms and establishments.

B. Reasons for Concern

Notwithstanding the beneficial and benign aspects, there are good reasons for concern about the implications of reduced labor market fluidity. First, slower job and worker reallocation goes hand in hand with a slower arrival rate of new job opportunities. For the unemployed, this development increases the risk of long jobless spells. For the employed, it hampers their ability to switch employers so as to move up a job ladder, change careers, or satisfy locational constraints. In line with this observation, previous studies find that job mobility facilitates wage growth and career advancement. Topel and Ward (1992), for example, find that wage gains upon switching employers
account for one-third of early-career wage growth among American men. Hagedorn and Manovskii (2013) find faster wage growth during employment spells, and during job spells with a given employer, when the spells overlap with tighter labor markets. They attribute these patterns to the more rapid arrival of job offers in tighter labor markets and, as a consequence, greater opportunities for workers to encounter a high quality match. Akerlof, Rose and Yellen (1988) stress that fluid labor markets yield better job-worker matching with respect to non-pecuniary characteristics.

Second, the available evidence cuts against the view that reallocation slowed because firms now face a more quiescent economic environment. Bloom et al. (2012) find rising volatility of plant-level TFP shocks in the U.S. manufacturing sector after 1990. Decker et al. (2014b) find that the intra-industry dispersion of plant-level total factor productivity rose, not fell, in the past quarter century. They also find a declining trend in the responsiveness of plant-level growth rates to plant-level TFP shocks in models fit to data from 1980 to 2010. Although limited to the manufacturing sector, the evidence in these studies indicates that job and worker reallocation rates trended down because U.S. employers became less responsive to shocks, not because employer-level shocks became less variable.9

Cairo (2013) develops evidence that on-the-job training requirements increased over time, both because the mix of jobs shifted to occupations with greater training requirements and because training requirements rose within occupations. She also analyzes the connection between training costs and job flows in an equilibrium search model with multi-worker firms. When calibrated to her evidence on training costs, the model accounts for 30 percent of the secular decline in U.S. job reallocation rates. Thus, Cairo’s evidence and analysis point to higher training costs as an important factor behind reduced fluidity. The economic consequences are likely to turn on why training costs rose. If they rose in response to technological changes, then returns in the form of more productive

9 Likewise, the 30-day VIX index for the S&P 500 shows no evidence of a secular decline in the past quarter century. However, it is difficult to draw conclusions about broader trends in business volatility from data on publicly traded firms for reasons discussed in Davis et al. (2007).
workers, better values for consumers, and higher profits presumably compensate for the extra training costs. In contrast, if they rose in response to policies that restrict occupational labor supply and insulate incumbents from competition, they are unlikely to generate net economic benefits.

That brings us to our third reason for concern: the role of government regulations and policies that hamper reallocation. For example, government restrictions on who can work in which jobs have expanded greatly over time. According to Figure 1 in Kleiner and Krueger (2013), the fraction of workers required to hold a government-issued license to do their jobs rose from less than 5 percent in the 1950s to 29 percent in 2008. Adding workers who require government certification, or who are in the process of becoming licensed or certified, brings the share of workers in jobs that require a government-issued license or certification to 38 percent as of 2008. These observations suggest that training costs rose over time, in part, because regulations governing occupational labor supply became increasingly restrictive. In any event, the spread of occupational licensing and certification raises the cost of occupational mobility, one form of job mobility. Thus, it seems likely that this development contributes to the secular declines in job and worker reallocation documented in Section I.

Many other government policies reduce labor market fluidity, sometimes by design. A large literature finds that employment protection laws suppress labor market flows, sometimes to a powerful extent. See, for example, Blanchard and Portugal (2001), Gómez-Salvador et al. (2004), Boeri and Jimeno (2005), OECD (2010) and Haltiwanger et al. (2014). Direct evidence about the productivity effects of employment protection laws is less abundant, but several studies find sizable negative effects on the rate of productivity growth. See Martin and Scarpetta (2012) for a review. These findings fit well with much other evidence that factor reallocation flows are an important source of medium-term productivity growth (e.g., Foster, Haltiwanger and Krizan, 2001). They

\[\text{10} \] Carpenter et al. (2012) provides a detailed and informative study of state licensure requirements in 102 low- and moderate-income occupations.
also resonate with Schumpeterian theories of creative destruction that see reallocation as critical for innovation and growth. Stifling reallocation stifles growth as well, according to these theories. See Davis and Haltiwanger (1999) for a discussion and references to early work in this area and Acemoglu et al. (2013) for a recent contribution.

From the perspective of creative destruction theories, the declining activity share of younger firms is also worrisome. Firms no more than five years old account for 19.2 percent of employment in 1982, 14.4 percent in 2000, and 10.7 percent in 2011 (Figure A.1). The nature of the shift away from younger firms differs before and after 2000. In the 1980s and 1990s, it is dominated by Retail and Services, which together account for almost half of private sector employment. The share of employment at firms five years and younger fell by 11.8 percentage points in Retail from 1982 to 2000, and by 9.6 percentage points in Services. Our discussion in Section II.A suggests that the shift away from younger firms in Retail was part of a productivity-enhancing transformation of the sector. Since 2000, the high-tech sector experienced a large decline in startups and fast-growing young firms, reversing an earlier pattern (Decker et al., 2014b). The frequency of initial public offerings (IPOs) in the United States also plunged after 2000, following a robust pace of IPOs in the 1980s and 1990s.11 These observations suggest that the United States experienced a post-2000 shift away from the type of young, entrepreneurial firms that were a major source of innovation and productivity growth for the economy as a whole in the 1980s and 1990s.

Several studies investigate the employment, wage and productivity effects of statutes and common-law doctrines designed to protect American workers from wrongful discharges. Two studies by Autor et al. (2006, 2007) exploit cross-state differences in the timing of common-law exceptions to the employment-at-will doctrine. These exceptions emerged in precedent-setting decisions by state courts from 1972 to 1999, and proliferated rapidly in the 1980s, seriously eroding

---

11 According to Ritter (2013), the annual IPO rate for U.S. operating companies fell by more than two-thirds from the 1980-2000 period to the 2001-2012 period.
the presumption that employees could be fired at will. Autor et al. (2006) find that introducing the implied-contract exception to employment-at-will has robust negative effects on state-level employment rates that range from 0.8 to 1.6 percentage points across demographic groups. They find less robust evidence of negative employment responses following the introduction of the good-faith exception to employment-at-will. In contrast, they find no statistically significant evidence of wage effects. Autor et al. (2007) find that the good-faith exception reduces the volatility of annual employment growth rates in state-industry cells. For the manufacturing sector, which affords richer data, they also find evidence that the good-faith exception encourages capital deepening and depresses total factor productivity.

We extend these two studies by estimating the effects of employment-at-will exceptions on job reallocation rates. Table 1 reports regressions fit to data at the state-year level from 1978 to 1999 with controls for state and year fixed effects. Each column reports results for a particular firm size class or, in the rightmost column, the overall reallocation rate. The key explanatory variables, taken from Autor et al. (2006), capture the timing of state-level exceptions to the employment-at-will doctrine. They are dummy variables that “turn on” the year after the judicial decision establishing the indicated exception in the state, and they remain on for the remainder of the sample. The sample period and regression specification parallel the baseline specification in Autor et al. (2007) exactly, except for the dependent variable and the disaggregation by size class.

According to Table 1, the “Good-Faith Exception” to the employment-at-will doctrine reduces annual job reallocation in the affected state by an estimated 104 basis points. The estimated

---

12 The implied-contract exception “comes into force when an employer implicitly promises not to terminate a worker without good cause,” according to Autor et al. (2006). The good-faith exception is usually limited in its application to “timing cases in which the employer intentionally deprives the worker of a promised benefit” such as a soon-to-vest pension benefit.

13 As discussed in Autor et al. (2006), other studies find that the implied-contract exception leads to greater reliance on temporary-help-agency workers and a reduced likelihood of hiring unemployed workers. They also point out that employment practices liability insurance became more prevalent in the 1990s, and that exceptions to employment-at-will appear to raise liability insurance costs.
effects are larger for smaller employers, twice as large for employers with fewer than 20 workers. The estimated effects of the “Implied-Contract Exception” and the “Public Policy Exception” are small and statistically insignificant. Results for the “Good-Faith Exception” are essentially unchanged if we drop the other two exceptions. Following Autor et al., we also estimated a specification that considers dummy variables for 0, 1-2, and 3+ years after the introduction of the “Good-Faith Exception.” According to results for this specification (not shown), the “Good-Faith Exception” lowers overall job reallocation in the affected state by 177 basis points (standard error of 72 basis points) after three years. All four firm size classes show similarly large point estimates for the effects three years after introduction of the “Good-Faith Exception.”

In addition to the erosion of the employment-at-will doctrine in the common law, many federal and state laws enacted in recent decades establish protected classes of workers defined by race, religion, gender, age, disability, national origin and other worker characteristics. These laws, however well intentioned, likely contribute to the trend declines in job and worker reallocation rates in recent decades, with negative effects on labor market fluidity and perhaps on employment, wages, and productivity as well.

Other policy interventions suppress labor market flows as a by-product or unintended consequence. We briefly discuss two cases in point: minimum wage laws, and employer-provided health insurance. Dube et al. (2013) study minimum wage effects on earnings, employment and worker flows for teens and restaurant workers. Applying a border-discontinuity empirical design to QWI data, they estimate that a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage reduces the quarterly worker reallocation rate by 2.0 percentage points for teens and by 2.1 points for restaurant workers. Similarly, Brochu and Green (2013) estimate large negative effects of minimum wage hikes on worker reallocation in Canadian data. These studies indicate that minimum wage hikes suppress
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\[ ^{14}\text{Because large employers often operate in multiple states, their personnel practices are less tied to the legal regime in any single state. For this reason, the empirical design in Table 1 is less suited for estimating how the erosion of employment-at-will affects job reallocation at large employers.} \]
reallocations rates of younger and low-wage workers and for businesses that rely heavily on those workers. Because the real federal minimum wage is lower now than in the 1970s, however, it seems unlikely that changes in the prevalence and bite of minimum wage provisions have contributed to the secular declines in worker reallocation documented in Section I.

The preferential tax treatment of employer-provided health insurance has profoundly influenced the evolution of the U.S. healthcare system. Among the effects, most Americans obtain health insurance through their employers. Because insurance plans differ among employers, and because many employers do not offer health insurance, there are longstanding concerns that the U.S. system leads to “job lock” for many workers, suppressing job-to-job mobility. See Currie and Madrian (1999) and Gruber (2000) for reviews of the many studies on this topic. Gruber writes “the weight of the evidence on job lock suggests that it is a significant phenomenon, with employer-provided insurance reducing mobility by roughly 25-30%. But there remains considerable disagreement.” For our purposes, the issue is how much the job-lock phenomenon contributes to trend declines in worker reallocation. Given the large and growing share of national expenditures devoted to health care in recent decades, it is plausible that employer-provided health insurance materially contributed to the decline in worker reallocation. However, we are unaware of any efforts to quantify trends in the extent of “job lock” due to employer-provided health insurance.

We think the information revolution has also played a significant role in the trend declines in worker reallocation. Information about criminal records, credit histories, unfavorable media coverage, and even ill-advised web postings has become more abundant and cheaper to access and process. The likely result is a shift to stricter selection on the hiring margin and less use of trial employment arrangements that contribute to churn. The erosion of employment-at-will and the expansion of protected classes, both of which raise termination costs and intensify concerns about

---

15 Finlay (2009) and Fields and Emshwiller (2014) discuss the growth in the availability of criminal records to prospective employers. On the growing use of credit records as a screening tool in the hiring process, see Martin (2010).
litigation risk, provide strong incentives for employers to avail themselves of the screening opportuni
ties afforded by the information revolution.

Shifts in prevailing business models have also reduced labor market fluidity in some sectors. The retail sector transformation brought large benefits, while lowering job and worker reallocation rates. For some workers – especially among the young, the less educated, secondary earners, and the unemployed – the loss of fluidity likely meant poorer labor market opportunities. Looking beyond the retail sector, perhaps other changes in prevailing business models reduced fluidity. Globalization, for example, has transformed supply chains and the organization of production activity in many sectors. If large and mature firms are more able to respond to globalization, employment is likely to shift away from smaller and younger employers, lowering job and worker reallocation rates. We are unaware of studies on this matter, but it warrants attention.

To sum up, many factors contribute to reduced labor market fluidity in the United States. We think restrictions on occupational labor supply, wrongful discharge and anti-discrimination laws, and the preferential tax treatment of employer-provided health insurance are among the policy factors that played a significant role in reducing labor market fluidity. Regardless of other benefits (and costs) associated with these policy factors, their role in suppressing labor market fluidity can lead to negative effects on productivity and welfare. See Hopenhayn and Rogerson (1993) for an influential analysis of how policy distortions that impede job reallocation can undermine allocative efficiency in a competitive equilibrium setting, with negative consequences for productivity, real wages and welfare. In models with contractual and search frictions, (properly designed) policies that increase reallocation costs can improve welfare. See, for example, Alvarez and Veracierto (2001), who show that mandatory severance payments can raise employment and welfare by

16 Product market regulations that raise business entry costs or otherwise entrench incumbents also suppress reallocation in the labor market. See Bertrand and Kramarz (2002) and Klepper, Laeven, and Rajan (2006) for evidence.
reducing frictional unemployment. We conclude that empirical evidence is essential for reaching a judgment about the economic consequences of reduced labor market fluidity.

III. The Fluid Labor Markets Hypothesis

Shimer (2001) finds that a higher share of youths, 16 to 24 years old, in the working-age population raises the employment rate across all age groups in state-level data. The estimated employment effects are quite large and involve both lower unemployment and greater labor force participation. In a panel regression setup with annual data from 1978 to 1996 and controls for state and year fixed effects, he obtains an OLS estimate of 0.36 for the elasticity of overall employment with respect to the youth share. Using past birth rates to instrument for a state’s current youth share yields a somewhat larger elasticity estimate.

Shimer interprets his findings through the lens of a model with costly job creation, frictional matching, search on the job, and heterogeneity in match quality. Younger workers in the model tend to be less well matched to suitable jobs than older workers. When the youth share of the working-age population is high, average match quality is low, and employers with open job positions are more likely to encounter poorly matched workers. As a result, employers find it less costly to recruit new employees when the youth labor share is high. Easier recruiting, in turn, leads to higher equilibrium job creation and lower unemployment rates for workers of all ages. Jobs also become easier to find, drawing more persons into the labor force.

Young workers exhibit higher job mobility in Shimer’s model because of search frictions that impede the immediate formation of high-quality matches. Other models attribute higher job mobility among younger workers to learning about match quality over time, as in Jovanovic (1979), or learning about comparative and absolute advantage in the choice of occupation or industry, as in Johnson (1978), Viscusi (1980), Miller (1984), and Davis (1997). In short, worker-side search frictions, learning about match quality, and learning about comparative and absolute advantage all tend to impart a pattern of declining job mobility over the life cycle. These mechanisms also imply
that a high youth share enhances the attractiveness of job creation when search is a costly activity for employers. In turn, the stimulus to job creation lowers unemployment and raises participation across all age groups.

Shimer’s evidence and model are consistent with important aspects of our empirical findings and with other empirical work. First, a large body of research finds greater job mobility among younger workers (e.g., Topel and Ward, 1992), in line with the view that younger workers are, on average, less well matched than mature workers. Our appendix Figure A.2 shows that younger workers exhibit much higher rates of churn, confirming an important element of Shimer’s explanation for his empirical results. Second, we show in Section IV that an increase in the youth share of workers in a state leads to a higher worker reallocation rate in the state, confirming another aspect of Shimer’s interpretation.17 Third, we also show that higher worker reallocation rates are associated with higher employment rates across education groups for both men and women in panel regressions that include controls for state fixed effects and state and national cycle effects. This strong association remains when we use the youth share of the working-age population and other variables to instrument for state-level worker reallocation rates.

Nevertheless, several considerations suggest that other mechanisms and driving forces play major roles in the empirical relationship between worker reallocation and employment. First, our discussion above identifies several policy and non-policy driving forces that influence the fluidity of labor markets. Second, the strongest effects of fluidity on employment that we estimate in Section IV operate mainly through labor force participation, and secondarily through unemployment. In contrast, the mechanism highlighted by Shimer’s model operates mainly through unemployment, as seen in his simulation results. Third, and related, we find very large effects of fluidity on the
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17 Shimer (2001) lacks the data on worker reallocation needed to test this implication directly. Instead, he shows that a higher youth share of the working-age population leads to higher rates of job reallocation in a panel regression, drawing on data from Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996).
employment rates of less educated workers. These effects strike us as too large to be explained fully by the mechanism at work in Shimer’s model.

Another concern is the potential for directed search to undermine the mechanism at work in Shimer’s model. Specifically, employers have an incentive to disproportionately direct their search efforts to younger workers, who are more likely to be poorly matched and, hence, more likely to accept an offer of a new job. This type of directed search leads to a segmentation of recruiting activity by age, causing the employment spillover effects of a high youth share to vanish. Full segmentation by age seems unlikely in practice, but the potential for spillover effects onto the job opportunities of much older workers, say 40 years or older, also seems quite modest. In light of these remarks, we are left with some doubt about the capacity of a high youth share to drive strong positive employment effects for mature workers solely through the mechanism highlighted by Shimer’s model. These observations lead us to consider other mechanisms that create a positive effect of labor market fluidity on employment rates.

We start with the relationship of work experience to human capital accumulation and future work incentives. Work promotes the accumulation of market-valued skills via learning by doing on the job, as in Arrow (1962) and Rosen (1972b), and by affording opportunities to allocate time to training on the job, as in Ben-Porath (1967), Rosen (1972a), Ghez and Becker (1975) and Heckman (1976). In both classes of models, current work activity raises the rewards to future work activity (and, we presume, the rewards to market work relative to nonmarket alternatives). Conversely, market-relevant human capital is likely to depreciate when out of work. Mincer and Ofek (1982), Stratton (1995), Albrecht et al. (1999) and Görlich and de Grip (2009), among others, find that work interruptions involve a loss of human capital – or at least a loss of earnings potential. Many theories postulate that work interruptions involve a loss of human capital. See, for example, Pissarides (1992), Ljungqvist and Sargent (1998), Den Haan, Ramey and Watson (2001), and Den Haan, Haefke, and Ramey (2005).
Now consider the implications for a marginal worker – someone with market wages close to the value of nonmarket uses of time. If he or she obtains employment and accumulates market-valued human capital as a result, the rewards to work rise relative to not working. Employment today begets employment in the future. Conversely, an extended jobless spell reduces work incentives via the depreciation of market-relevant human capital. Joblessness today begets joblessness in the future. This effect is stronger if joblessness involves the accumulation of skills that are (more) useful in non-market activities. Because job opportunities arrive frequently in a fluid labor market, there are small chances of a long spell without encountering a suitable job. Those who seek work are likely to find a suitable job in a fluid labor market. They then travel a path that involves human capital accumulation, strengthening their attachment to employment. In contrast, some marginal workers fail to find suitable employment quickly in a labor market characterized by reduced fluidity. So their market-relevant human capital depreciates, and their attachment to work weakens. These effects are likely to operate with particular force for younger worker, for whom labor market experience or its absence can powerfully influence whether they follow a path characterized by “specialization” in market work or alternative non-market uses of time.

This argument echoes Rosen’s (1983) analysis of increasing returns to the utilization of human capital and the resulting incentives for specialization. In our setting, the infrequent arrival of job opportunities in a low-fluidity environment means that marginal workers who fail to obtain jobs quickly lose their attachment to work and eventually “specialize” in non-market uses of time. A related argument holds for employed persons. Recalling our remarks in Section II.B, fluid labor markets also facilitate job matching, career advancement and wage growth over the life cycle, which strengthens the attachment to work for the already employed. These benefits of labor market fluidity are especially important for younger workers. Our argument is also reminiscent of the hysteresis hypothesis advanced by Blanchard and Summers (1986), but their mechanism is
different. They stress persistent wage and employment effects that arise from the conflicting interests of labor market insiders and outsiders.

To this point, our discussion considers how labor market fluidity interacts with human capital accumulation and work incentives. Other worker-side mechanisms can reinforce the human capital mechanism. A lack of success in job-hunting may prompt negative revisions in the assessment of own skills and capabilities. Revisions of this sort imply inward shifts in the schedule describing the perceived marginal benefits of search effort. As a result, the individual’s optimal search effort falls. Another possibility is that unsuccessful job seekers negatively revise judgments about the availability of suitable job opportunities as a jobless spell lengthens. This mechanism involves revisions to perceived market opportunities rather than own skills, but it also produces an inward shift in the perceived rewards to search activity. Yet another possibility is that long jobless spells raise the psychic costs of additional job seeking. The common feature of these worker-side mechanisms is that they reinforce the negative employment effect that arises from the interaction of reduced fluidity and human capital accumulation.

Employer-side mechanisms can also reinforce the negative employment effect of reduced fluidity. Resume audit studies by Kroft et al. (2013), Eriksson and Rooth (2013) and Ghayad (2013) find that callback rates for job applicants decline with time out of work, even when holding other applicant characteristics fixed. This evidence is consistent with the ranking theory of Blanchard and Diamond (1994) and the screening models of Vishwanath (1989) and Lockwood (1991). The audit study evidence suggests that long jobless spells reduce employability, reinforcing the negative effects of joblessness on human capital and work incentives. Marginal workers and persons with limited skills are more likely to find themselves in a long jobless spell in the first place. For this reason, we see the evidence from the audit studies as especially relevant for workers who are most exposed to the negative effects of reduced fluidity for other reasons.
In sum, reduced fluidity rates can lengthen jobless spells and reduce participation rates and employability through several channels. On the worker side, long jobless spells lead to a loss of human capital, weakening incentives to work in the future. Negative effects of joblessness on perceptions of own skills and job opportunities reinforce the negative human capital effect on employment, as do psychic costs of job seeking that rise with the duration of job seeking. These worker-side mechanisms interact with employer behavior in the hiring process that discriminates against persons with longer jobless spells. The direct effects of reduced fluidity fall more heavily on marginal workers and those with limited skills.

IV. Labor Market Fluidity Effects on Employment and Unemployment

A. Employment and U-Pop Rates by Gender, Education and Age

Drawing on CPS micro data, Figures 11 and 12 report age profiles of employment rates by education group for men and women. Appendix Figures A.8 and A.9 display analogous profiles for unemployment-to-population ratios, “U-Pop rates” for short. Here, and throughout this section, a “year” runs from the second quarter of the indicated year through the first quarter of the following year. For example, “2011” refers to the period from April 2011 to March 2012. We adopt this timing convention to conform to the measurement intervals in BDS and QWI data. We average over 3-year periods to reduce sampling variability and facilitate our focus on longer-term movements.

Figure 11 shows strikingly large declines after 1987-89 in the employment rates of men with less than a college education. During the 1990s, employment rates fell for men between 40 and 60 years old, especially among the least educated. During the 2000s, male employment rates fell across the board except for older college-educated men. The drops are quite large for many groups. For example, from 1998-2000 to 2009-11 the employment rate for 25-year old men fell from 86 to 71 percent for those with a high school education and from 80 to 65 percent for those who did not finish high school.
Figure 12 shows a different timing and pattern of declines among women. Employment rates among women rose rapidly over the 1980s for all age and education groups. During the 1990s, employment rates rose less rapidly and for some groups not at all. But the widespread drop in employment rates for older males is not present for older females. During the 2000s, less educated and younger females saw large declines in employment rates. For example, the employment rate for 25-year old women with a high school education fell from 69 to 57 percent over the 2000s.

While employment rates fell sharply during the Great Recession, most demographic groups experienced large declines by 2007, before the dramatic employment losses associated with the global financial crisis and Great Recession. For example, the employment rate among men 18-24 years of age fell from 70 percent in 1999 to 64 percent in 2007. The rate for this group fell further to 55 percent in 2011 (and only recovered to 56 percent by 2013). See Moffitt (2012) for a fuller description of employment rate declines before the onset of the Great Recession.

Broadly similar long-term patterns hold when we consider labor force participation rates rather than employment rates, although participation fell less than employment after 2000. Figures A.8 and A.9 show that U-Pop rates for men did not change much from the late 1970s to the late 1990s. They rose substantially over the 2000s, however, especially for less educated men. U-Pop rates for women also rose substantially during the 2000s, more so for the less educated. U-Pop rates rose from 1999 to 2007 for most demographic groups.

B. Estimating the Effects of Fluidity: Specification and Identification

To investigate the relationship of labor market fluidity to Employment and U-Pop rates, we estimate specifications of the form:

\[
Y_{est} = \lambda_{es} + \beta_{e} F_{est} + X_{est}'\Theta_{e} + R_{st}\Phi_{e} + A_{st}'\Omega_{e} + \varepsilon_{est}
\]  

where \( e \) is a demographic group (for example, a specific gender-education-age group), \( s \) is state, \( t \) is time period, \( Y \) is an outcome variable, \( \lambda_{es} \) is a set of state fixed effects fit separately for each
demographic group, $F_{est}$ is the fluidity measure, $X_{est}$ are controls that vary by demographic group, state, and time period, $R_{st}$ are controls that vary by state and time period only, and $A_t$ are controls that vary by time period. The fluidity measure varies by demographic group, state and time period in our main specification. We estimate (1) separately by demographic group, allowing parameter estimates to vary freely across groups.\(^{18}\) We first estimate by education-gender groups, using the same four education groups as before. Second, we extend the analysis to groups defined by gender, education and age. Our age groups are 18-24, 25-34, 35-54, and 55-64 years old.

We consider two outcome variables: the Employment rate and U-Pop rates.\(^{19}\) Our primary interest is in the parameters $\beta_e$, which capture the effects of labor market fluidity on the outcome variables. Our preferred fluidity measure is the worker reallocation rate, which we have available quarterly for 30 states by gender-education and gender-education-age group from 1998:1 to 2012:2 from the QWI. The 30 states account for about 65 percent of national employment. For our analysis of gender-education group outcomes, we use gender-education specific measures of fluidity.\(^{20}\) When we extend our analysis to consider outcomes for gender-education-age groups, we stick to fluidity measures that vary by gender and education only. We do so for two reasons. First, the QWI data lack 3-way classifications of the worker and job flow variables by gender, age and education. Second, we think labor segmentation by education is more relevant than segmentation by age. In what follows, we refer to our analysis using the matched QWI and CPS data as the QWI-CPS analysis.

As an alternative, we draw on BDS data and use the job reallocation rate as our fluidity
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\(^{18}\) Equivalently, we can pool the data over demographic groups and estimate models that let all coefficients vary by group. When we take this approach and add common time effects, we obtain results similar to the ones reported in the text. Our use of specifications that let coefficients vary freely by demographic group differs from the more parsimonious specifications in Shimer (2001).

\(^{19}\) We tabulate CPS micro data at the state-period-group level for this purpose, following the timing convention we described above.

\(^{20}\) Our QWI-CPS results are robust to using state-level fluidity measures that do not vary by gender and education.
measure. These data are available at annual frequency for all 50 states and for a much longer time period. However, the BDS does not include worker reallocation rates, and the job reallocation rates do not vary by gender or education. We start our BDS sample period in 1987, because women experienced major increases in labor force participation and employment rates through the 1980s that are outside the scope of our study and involve a very different set of factors, including advances in the technology of home production, changing societal attitudes, and work environments that became more hospitable to women. See Goldin (2006) for an excellent discussion of the evidence and enormous literature on this topic. In what follows, we refer to our analysis using the matched BDS and CPS data as the BDS-CPS analysis.

We measure the QWI and BDS fluidity measures from March to March, in line with the timing practice described above. When aggregating over cells within a year, we do so on an employment-weighted basis.\textsuperscript{21} Given our focus on longer-term movements, we use non-overlapping three-year averages of all variables in the regression models. This averaging procedure yields 150 state-level observations from 1998 to 2011 (5 per state) for the QWI-CPS data and 561 state-level observations from 1987 to 2010 (11 per state) for the BDS-CPS data for each demographic group. We average over 2010 and 2011 in the last two years of the CPS-QWI data.

Because many factors could be related to our fluidity measures and outcome variables, we include an extensive set of regression controls. State fixed effects serve to isolate variation over time within states in estimating the key parameters. We also include controls for state and national cyclical conditions. At the national level, we control for the growth rate in real GDP and for deviations in real GDP from its Hodrick-Prescott trend. To further control for state-specific movements in labor demand, we construct a Bartik-like (1991) measure that uses national variation in industry-level employment growth rates in combination with the state-specific industry mix of

\textsuperscript{21} Following Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996), we express reallocation rates by dividing the raw flows from t-1 to t by the average of employment in t-1 and t.
employment. See Appendix B for details. Finally, we control for the mean number of children under age 18 and under age 5 living in the household. These controls vary by state, time period and demographic group.

Even with these controls, OLS estimation of (1) remains subject to important econometric concerns. First, our controls for national and state-level conditions may not adequately condition on unobserved forces that affect both fluidity and the outcome variables. Second, while the fluidity measures derive from comprehensive administrative data, they are subject to non-sampling sources of measurement error. For example, imperfections in the employer-level longitudinal links lead to errors in the QWI worker and job flow measures. In addition, the underlying records are subject to missing reports that generate spurious worker and job flows (Abowd and Vilhuber, 2005). Third, state-level worker and job flows may contain transitory movements unrelated to the mechanisms through which fluidity affects employment rates.

The overall direction of bias in the OLS estimates of fluidity effects is unclear, because different factors push in different directions. Employment and worker reallocation rates are procyclical for reasons distinct from the mechanisms we seek to identify. Thus, inadequate controls for cyclical conditions impart an upward bias in OLS estimates of fluidity effects in specifications that relate employment rates to worker reallocation rates. In contrast, inadequate controls for cyclical conditions impart a downward bias in OLS in specifications that relate employment rates to job reallocations, because the latter is countercyclical. Measurement error and transitory movements in fluidity unrelated to employment effects impart downward attenuation biases in OLS. These various concerns call for an instrumental variables approach to the identification of causal effects.

We consider two types of instruments that vary by state and time. The first draws inspiration from Shimer’s (2001) attention to the high reallocation rates of young persons, but our instruments
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22 The QWI public domain data also rely on noise infusion as a confidentiality protection device, which permits the release of data even for cells with few observations – e.g., specific gender-education cells in states with small populations. See Abowd et al. (2009) for details.
differ from his. Specifically, we instrument for fluidity using the share of working-age (18-64) persons that is 18-24, the share of the working-age population that is 25-31 and has less than high school education, and the share of working-age persons with less than high school education that is 25-31. As shown in Section I, younger and less educated workers have much higher reallocation rates than other groups. So these variables capture state-level drivers of labor market fluidity due to the demographic mix of the state’s population. These “demographic instruments” are unlikely to respond to cyclical factors, and they are unlikely to be correlated with transitory movements and measurement error in our state-level reallocation measures.

Our second type of instrument captures state-level changes in reallocation intensity that derive from national shifts in the industry mix of employment and the industry-level reallocation intensities. We briefly describe our two “reallocation intensity” instruments here and offer a fuller description in Appendix B. For our first reallocation intensity instrument, we compute the product of net job growth and the job reallocation rate at the national level for each industry. We then weight these national industry-level product values by the lagged state-level industry employment shares to obtain the state-level instrument value. By “national” we mean measures that exclude the own-state contribution. For the second reallocation intensity instrument, we multiply the national industry-level job reallocation rate (again, excluding the own-state contribution) by lagged state-level employment shares. These two instruments exploit the same idea as standard Bartik-like instruments for local labor demand, but here we apply the idea to reallocation intensity rather than labor demand. Our Bartik-like reallocation intensity measures are plausibly unrelated to the regression error in (1), because they isolate state-level changes in reallocation intensity that derive from changes in industry-level reallocation intensities and the employment mix in other states.

23 The numerator is the same in the second and third instruments: the number of persons 25-31 years old with less than a high school education. The denominator is the working-age population for the second instrument, and it is the number of working-age persons with less than a high school education for the third instrument. Controlling for state effects, the correlation of the second and third instruments is 0.74.
C. Estimating the Effects of Fluidity: Results

Table 2 reports OLS and IV regression results by gender-education group using QWI-CPS data from 1998 to 2011. The dependent variable is the employment rate in the state-period-gender-education cell, and the fluidity measure is the worker reallocation rate in the cell. We weight the regression observations in proportion to each state’s sample average share of aggregate employment. We use the three demographic instruments in the IV estimation.

The chief result in Table 2 is the large, statistically significant estimated effects of worker reallocation rates on employment rates for the less educated, especially less educated men. IV estimation yields larger estimates than OLS, consistent with concerns about measurement error and transitory movements in the reallocation rates. The IV estimates decline with educational attainment, in line with our theoretical priors that fluidity has stronger effects on employment rates for the less skilled. Overidentification tests support our IV approach. Table A.1 in the appendix reports p-values for tests of instrument validity. In no case can we reject the null hypothesis of instrument validity.\(^{24}\)

To appreciate the economic significance of the estimated effects, consider the IV results for men with less than high school education. The estimated slope coefficient implies that a drop of 100 basis points in the worker reallocation rate lowers the employment rate by 77 basis points.\(^{25}\) Figure 13 applies the IV estimates in Table 2 to the observed national declines in worker reallocation rates between 1998-2000 and 2010-2011. This figure is not a standard comparison of actual to fitted regression values. Instead, it compares actual changes in employment rates over the sample period to changes implied by the IV estimates of worker reallocation rate effects on employment rates, holding other factors constant. Figure 13 tells us the implied employment changes are large relative
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\(^{24}\) The first-stage partial R-squared statistics exceed 0.06 in all cases, and they exceed 0.10 in most cases. For example, the partial R-squared is 0.18 for the specification that considers men with less than a high school education. The first-stage partial R-squared measures the contribution of instruments after partialling out the contribution of the control variables in the second stage.

\(^{25}\) The OLS estimate implies a 27 basis point decline – smaller but still sizable.
to the actual changes, which are also quite large. Moreover, the pattern of implied changes is broadly similar to the pattern of actual changes. These results support the view that fluidity declines are an important reason for secular declines in employment rates. As remarked by our discussant, these implied changes are best viewed as upper bounds on the contribution of fluidity declines to employment rate declines for two reasons. First, while our estimated effects derive from arguably exogenous state-level fluidity movements, they ignore general equilibrium forces that attenuate the aggregate responses. Second, the Figure 13 exercise applies the estimated effects to the full change over time in the fluidity measure, and some portion of that change may not be exogenous.

For another perspective on the economic significance of the results, we compare actual changes in state-level employment rates over the sample period to changes implied by the IV estimates, again holding other factors constant. Appendix Figures A.10 and A.11 report these results in detail. They show a positive relationship between actual and model-implied changes in state-level employment rates for all gender-education groups except women with less than a high school education. To summarize these results, Figure 14 aggregates the state-level changes over gender-education groups, which also reduces the role of sampling error in the estimated state-level changes. (Recall that we rely on CPS data pooled to the state-period-gender-education level for the dependent variable.) Figure 14 suggests that fluidity effects account for up to 30 percent of the differences across states in employment rate changes from the late 1990s to 2010-2011.

Appendix Table A.2 reports estimation results for the BDS-CPS sample using the job reallocation rate to measure fluidity. The BDS job reallocation measure does not vary by gender and education. This aspect of the BDS leads us to consider a different main instrument set for the results we present in the paper: the share of the working-age population that is 18-24, and the first of the reallocation intensity instruments described above. As reported in Appendix Table A.3, we do not reject instrument validity for 7 of the 8 gender-education groups. The BDS-CPS sample yields positive, statistically significant effects of the job reallocation rate on employment rates for every
education group under the IV estimation. For the OLS estimation, the estimated coefficients are positive and statistically significant for every education group for males. The IV-estimated fluidity effects are larger, as with the QWI-CPS analysis. For the IV results, the largest effects hold for men and women with less than a high school education and with a high school education. For the IV (OLS) results, a 100 basis point decline in job reallocation yields a 159 (42) basis point decline in employment rates for men with a high school education. The decline in job reallocation rates is smaller than the decline in worker reallocation rates, so appropriate caution is needed in comparing these magnitudes to the results in Table 2.

Figure 15 compares actual changes in state-level employment rates to changes implied by the estimated effects of changes in state-level job reallocation rates, holding other factors constant, following the same approach as Figure 14.\textsuperscript{26} We exploit the long time dimension to compare actual and model-implied changes in state-level employment rates from 1987-89 to 1999-01, and from 1999-01 to 2008-10. A data point in Figure 15 corresponds to the actual and model-implied change in the employment rate for a particular state over the first or second interval. The cluster of points closer to the origin shows changes in the first period, and the cluster at the lower left shows changes in the second period. Actual and model-implied changes in state-level employment rates are closely aligned over the full sample period from 1987-89 to 2008-10, as indicated by the R-squared value of 0.47, but they not closely aligned in either interval. This pattern says that other factors dominate the state-level movements in each interval, while long-term changes in fluidity account for a large share of the differences in state-level employment rate changes over the full sample period.

We conclude this discussion of the BDS-CPS results by noting a potential concern. The job reallocation rate omits the churn component of worker reallocation. We know from Section I that movements in job reallocation feed into movements in worker reallocation, and that the two measures of reallocation intensity are correlated over the long term. So there are good reasons to

\textsuperscript{26} Appendix Figures A.12 and A.13 show the underlying results for each gender-education group.
regard job reallocation as a useful proxy for worker reallocation in our setting. Nevertheless, using job reallocation intensity to measure fluidity introduces a source of specification error that could bias the estimated effects of fluidity on the outcome variables. Despite this concern, we think the BDS-CPS results also support the fluidity hypotheses. In this respect, it is useful to recall that the BDS-CPS sample offers some important advantages over the QWI-CPS sample: a much longer time dimension, 50 states rather than 30, and a countercyclical rather than procyclical fluidity measure.

Returning to the QWI-CPS sample, Table 3 reports IV results for regressions estimated separately by gender-education-age group. The chief result in Table 3 is the large, statistically significant effects of worker reallocation rates on employment rates for young, less educated individuals, especially men. The magnitudes of the estimated effects for men decline monotonically with education holding age constant, and with age holding education constant. The same patterns hold for the implied elasticities (Appendix Table A.6). These results fit our theoretical priors that fluidity effects on employment rates working through the human capital accumulation mechanism are stronger for younger and less educated persons. It may also be that past fluidity is the main channel through which fluidity affects older workers. Overidentification tests again support our IV approach: We cannot reject the null of instrument validity at the five percent significance level for any of the Table 3 specifications (Appendix Table A.4).

---

27 Suppose the appropriate fluidity measure is the worker reallocation rate, $F$, but we have data only on the job reallocation rate, $F_1$, where $F_2$ is the churn rate and $F = F_1 + F_2$. In this case, $F_2$ is part of the error term in (1). As a result, even if $F_1$ is correlated with $F$ and uncorrelated with the “true” error, it is likely correlated with the actual regression error, which may lead to rejection in the overidentification tests. This discussion reminds us that tests of instrument validity test the joint hypothesis that the instruments are orthogonal to the error term and that the regression model is correctly specified. In fact, when using the instrument list from the QWI-CPS analysis above, we obtain second-stage results broadly similar to those reported in Table A.2, but we reject instrument validity for some gender-education groups.

28 Appendix Table A.5 reports the corresponding OLS estimates. The IV estimates are again larger than the OLS estimates. For example, the ratio of IV to OLS estimates for males average 1.4, 3.5, 1.7 and 3.4 for the less than high school, high school, some college and college groups, respectively.
For men 18-25 who did not finish high school, the IV (OLS) estimate implies that a drop of 100 basis points in the worker reallocation rate lowers the employment rate by 143 (46) basis points. Figures 16 and 17 apply the IV estimates from Table 3 to the observed declines in worker reallocation rates from the 1998-2000 period to the 2009-2011 period, holding other factors constant. The model-implied declines in employment rates vary across groups in a manner that is similar to the actual differences. In unreported results, the state-level employment rate changes implied by Table 3 are very similar to the ones displayed in Figure 14, which rely on estimates that vary by gender-education only.

Recalling section III, the results discussed above are broadly consistent with both the recruiting cost mechanism of Shimer (2001) and the human capital accumulation mechanism we stressed. For the recruiting cost mechanism, we expect the employment effects to work mainly through U-Pop rates. In contrast, we think the human capital accumulation mechanism is likely to work mainly through the labor force participation rate. This statement is admittedly loose in the absence of a formal model, but we still find it informative to distinguish empirically between effects that work through unemployment and those that work through participation.

Table A.7 reports U-Pop analogs to Table 3, and Table A.8 reports the corresponding instrument validity tests. The coefficients are opposite in sign to Table 3, as expected given that the dependent variable is now the U-Pop rate. For younger workers, the magnitudes of the estimated effects on U-Pop rates in Table A.7 are generally much smaller than the employment rate responses in Table 3. Similarly, the model-implied changes in U-Pop rates for the least educated young workers, displayed in Figures 18 and 19, are considerably smaller than the corresponding employment rate changes in Figures 16 and 17. We think this aspect of the results favors the human

29 Our IV approach is somewhat less successful when using U-Pop rates as the dependent variable. For this specification, we reject instrument validity for a few gender-education-age groups.
capital accumulation interpretation over the recruiting cost interpretation. Otherwise, however, there is no consistent ranking of the effects for employment rates and U-Pop rates.

We also investigated whether our results are driven by the Great Recession and its aftermath. Table A.9 revisits the specifications by gender-education groups in Table 2, this time using data averaged to two-year non-overlapping time periods. The top panel of Table A.9 shows that averaging to two-year periods rather than three-year periods has little impact on the IV results.

Next, we consider two alternative specifications. First, allowing for a separate effect in the 2008-09 Great Recession period does not alter the pattern of results for the remaining years; indeed, the point estimates become uniformly larger and the standard errors smaller for the other years. Second, letting the estimated fluidity effects differ freely between pre-2008 and post-2007 periods inflates the standard errors but does not alter the broad pattern. The point estimates in the pre-2008 period are smaller than in the full sample or the post-2007 subsample. Nevertheless, there are several statistically significant effects in both subsamples.30

In unreported results, we also experimented with other instrument sets. The QWI-CPS results discussed above are robust to using the reallocation intensity instruments in addition to, or instead of, the demographic instruments. The BDS-CPS results are robust to using only the youth share instrument, only the first reallocation instrument, or only the second reallocation instrument. When we use both reallocation instruments (with or without the youth share instrument) in the BDS-CPS sample, we find statistically significant effects similar to the ones reported in Table A.2, but overidentifying restrictions are often rejected. We also tried IV specifications that allow for separate effects of the job reallocation and churn components of worker reallocation in the QWI-

30 Following a suggestion from our discussant, we also calculated the model-implied decline in employment rates using the pre-2008 estimates from Table A.9 and projected declines in worker reallocation rates from 1998-99 to 2010-11, where the projections extrapolate from the actual 1998-99 to 2006-07 changes. This exercise also yields large model-implied declines in employment rates, similar to our main results. For example, the model-implied decline from 1998-99 to 2010-11 for this exercise is 7.4 percentage points for men with less than a high school education, as compared to an actual decline of 10 points.
CPS sample. Unfortunately, the data offer too little leverage to separately identify distinct effects of these two worker reallocation components. Finally, Figures A.14-A.21 in the appendix show that our main results hold for a variety of alternative fluidity measures and sample periods.

V. Concluding Remarks

We gather conclusions:

1. The U.S. economy experienced large, broad-based declines in labor market fluidity in recent decades. Long-term declines in job and worker reallocation rates hold across states, industries, and demographic groups defined by gender, education and age. Fluidity declines are large for most groups, and they are enormous for younger and less educated workers.

2. Worker reallocation and churn rates have declined since 2000. Declines in job reallocation rates date to at least the early 1980s. Before 2000, Retail and Services accounted for most of the decline in job reallocation. Since 2000, job reallocation and the employment share of young firms have declined sharply in high-tech industries. These developments raise concerns about productivity growth, which has close links to creative destruction and factor reallocation in prominent theories of innovation and growth and in many empirical studies.  

3. The loss of labor market fluidity suggests the U.S. economy became less dynamic and responsive in recent decades. Direct evidence confirms that U.S. employers became less responsive to shocks in recent decades, not that employer-level shocks became less variable.

4. Many factors contributed to reduced fluidity: a shift to older firms and establishments, an aging workforce, the transformation of business models and supply chains (as in the retail sector), the impact of the information revolution on hiring practices, and several policy-

---

31 Fernald (2014) attributes the productivity growth slowdown after 2000 mainly to a slowdown in IT-producing and IT-using sectors, where IT refers to computers, communications equipment, software, and the Internet. His conclusion that productivity growth slowed well before the Great Recession is broadly consistent with our evidence, which indicates that U.S. labor markets also became less fluid and dynamic well before the Great Recession, and with related evidence that several indicators of entrepreneurial energy fell markedly after 2000. Particularly relevant is that entrepreneurial activity fell in the high tech sector in the post 2000 period.
related developments. Occupational labor supply restrictions, exceptions to the employment-at-will doctrine, the establishment of protected worker classes, and “job lock” associated with employer-provided health insurance are among the policy factors that suppress labor market fluidity. As yet, however, we know little about how much these policy factors contributed to secular declines in fluidity.

5. Economic reasoning points to strong grounds for concerns about the employment consequences of reduced labor market fluidity, as we discussed in Section III. Our econometric evidence in Section IV supports the hypothesis that reduced fluidity lowers employment rates, especially for younger and less educated workers.

6. There is much need for additional research to identify and quantify the economic forces that drove the loss of labor market fluidity in the United States. There is also much need for other investigations into the employment, productivity and wage effects of reduced fluidity. We see our econometric investigation in Section IV as a useful start, but it is important to learn whether our results hold for other plausible instruments and identification strategies.

7. If our assessment of how labor market fluidity affects employment is approximately correct, then the U.S. economy faced serious impediments to high employment rates well before the Great Recession. Moreover, if our assessment is correct, the United States is unlikely to return to sustained high employment rates without restoring labor market fluidity.
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Figure 1a: Quarterly Rates of New Hires and Gross Job Creation, 1990Q2 to 20013Q4

Figure 1b: Quarterly Rates of Layoffs, Quits and Gross Job Destruction, 1990Q2 to 2013Q4

Notes to Figure 1:

1. All series pertain to the nonfarm private sector of the U.S. economy. They are seasonally adjusted and expressed as a percent of employment. Shaded regions indicate NBER-dated recessions.

2. Quarterly job creation and destruction rates: Tabulated from establishment-level employment changes over three-month intervals in the Business Employment Dynamics (BED) program by
Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger (2012) for 1990Q2 to 2010Q2. We splice these series to published BED data through 2013Q4 based on overlapping data from 2006Q1 to 2010Q2.

3. Quarterly rates of hires, layoffs and quits: Cumulated from monthly flows in establishment-level data produced by the Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS), as reweighted to match the cross-sectional distribution of establishment growth rates in the BED following the method of Davis et al. (2009). We obtain these rates from Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger (2012) through 2010Q2 and splice them to published JOLTS statistics through 2013Q4 based on overlapping data from 2006Q1 to 2010Q2.

Figure 2: Quarterly Rates of Job Reallocation, Worker Reallocation and Churning for the U.S. Nonfarm Private Sector, 1990Q2 to 2013Q4

Notes to Figure 2:

1. See notes to Figure 1.
2. Job Reallocation (JC+JD) is the sum of quarterly job creation and destruction rates in the BED. Worker Reallocation (H+S) is the sum of the quarterly rates of hires and separations in the reweighted JOLTS data, inclusive of retirements and other separations not shown separately in Figure 1. Churning (H-JC+S-JD) is the excess of worker reallocation over job reallocation.
Figure 3: Annual Rates of Job Reallocation across Firms and Establishments, 1979-2011

Notes to Figure 3:

1. Both series pertain to the nonfarm private sector of the U.S. economy. The job reallocation rate across establishments is the sum of March-to-March absolute employment changes summed over entering, expanding, exiting and shrinking establishments, expressed as a fraction of employment. The job reallocation rate across firms is defined analogously based on firm-level employment changes.

2. The plotted series are from the Business Dynamic Statistics program and tabulations on the Longitudinal Business Database by Decker et al. (2014b).
Figure 4: Annual Job Reallocation Rates in Selected U.S. Industry Sectors, 1979-2010

Note to Figure 4: Tabulated from the Business Dynamic Statistics at http://www.census.gov/ces/dataproducts/bds/.

Figure 5: The Cross-Sectional Relationship between Worker Flows and Job Flows

Note to Figure 5: This figure, a simplified version of Figure 6 in Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger (2012), is constructed from establishment-level JOLTS data pooled from 2001Q1 to 2010Q2.
Figure 6: Quarterly Worker and Job Reallocation Rates by Gender and Age Group, 1999 to 2012

Notes to Figure 6:

1. Tabulations from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators dataset at http://lehd.ces.census.gov/applications/qwi_online/. The plots show annual averages of quarterly rates for the indicated gender and age groups based on administrative data for most U.S. states. Years are defined as 2nd quarter of year t-1 to 1st quarter of year t.

2. See “Quarterly Workforce Indicators 101” at http://lehd.ces.census.gov/doc/QWI_101.pdf for an overview of the QWI data and Abowd et al. (2009) for a detailed description of how the QWI statistics are constructed.

3. Appendix Figure A.3 shows the corresponding churn rates by gender and age group over time.
Figure 7: Quarterly Worker and Job Reallocation Rates by Gender and Educational Attainment, 1998 to 2011

Notes to Figure 7:

1. Tabulations from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators dataset. The plots show annual averages of quarterly rates for workers 19 to 64 years of age based on administrative data for most U.S. states. Years are defined as 2nd quarter of year t-1 to 1st quarter of year t.
2. Appendix Figure A.4 shows the corresponding churn rates by gender and education over time.
Figure 8 Changes in Job Reallocation, Churn and Worker Reallocation Rates by State from 1999-01 to 2010-12.

Note: Authors’ calculations using data from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators. Recall that Job Reallocation + Churn = Worker Reallocation. Years are defined as 2nd quarter of year t-1 to 1st quarter of year t.
Figure 9 Changes in Job Reallocation Rates by State from 1988-90 to 1998-00 and from 1998-00 to 2008-2010

Note: Authors’ calculations using data from the Business Dynamics Statistics.
Figure 10: Annual Job Reallocation Rates across Firms, Changes over Time, Selected Countries

Note to Figure 10: Tabulated from OECD data in the top panel and from Bartelsman, Haltiwanger and Scarpetta (2009) in the bottom panel. OECD data in top panel is for private, non-financial sector. USA (Priv.) in top panel from BDS for purposes of comparison.
Figure 11: Employment Rates by Age and Education for Selected Sub-Periods, Males

Source: Tabulations from the CPS micro data.
Figure 12: Employment Rates by Age and Education for Selected Sub-Periods, Females

Source: Tabulations from CPS micro data.
Figure 13: Actual and Predicted Changes in Employment Rates from Changes in Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from Table 2 (IV estimates) with the changes in the fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant.
Figure 14: Actual and Predicted Changes in Employment Rates from Changes in Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11, By State

Notes: The plotted points show actual and predicted changes in state-level employment rates from 1998-00 to 2010-11. We aggregate the predicted gender-education-state changes to the state level using average population weights over the time period for the gender-education category in the state.

Figure 15: Actual and Predicted Changes in Employment Rates from Changes in Fluidity (Job Reallocation Rates), Using Sub-Periods

Notes: The plotted points show actual and predicted changes in state-level employment rates from 1987-89 to 1999-01 and from 1999-01 to 2008-10. We aggregate the predicted gender-education-state changes to the state level using average population weights over the time period for the gender-education category in the state. The fluidity measures used for this chart are job reallocation rates from the Business Dynamic Statistics.
Figure 16: Actual and Predicted Changes in Employment Rates from Changes in Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11, Males

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from Table 3 and changes in the fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure 17: Actual and Predicted Changes in Employment Rates from Changes in Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11, Females

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from Table 3 with the changes in the fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure 18: Actual and Predicted Changes in Unemployment to Population Rates from Changes in Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11, Males

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from Table A.6 with the changes in the fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure 19: Actual and Predicted Changes in Unemployment to Population Rates from Changes in Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11, Females

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from Table A.6 with the changes in the fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Table 1: Estimated Effects of Employment-at-Will Exceptions on Annual Job Reallocation Rates, by Firm Size Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm Size Class, Number of Employees</th>
<th>Less than 20</th>
<th>20 to 49</th>
<th>50 to 499</th>
<th>500 or more</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good-Faith Exception</td>
<td>-2.141***</td>
<td>-1.700***</td>
<td>-1.400***</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>-1.042***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.580)</td>
<td>(0.486)</td>
<td>(0.400)</td>
<td>(0.499)</td>
<td>(0.384)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implied-Contract Exception</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>-0.271</td>
<td>-0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.459)</td>
<td>(0.217)</td>
<td>(0.250)</td>
<td>(0.433)</td>
<td>(0.295)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Policy Exception</td>
<td>-0.472</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>-0.047</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>-0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.552)</td>
<td>(0.274)</td>
<td>(0.274)</td>
<td>(0.511)</td>
<td>(0.378)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R-Squared</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

Notes:

1. Each column reports results for an employment-weighted least squares regression of the job reallocation rate in the indicated size class on state effects, year effects and dummy variables for exceptions to the employment-at-will doctrine. The sample period runs from 1978 to 1998, following Autor et al. (2006). Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the state level.

2. The dependent variable is the private sector annual job reallocation rate for the state-year-size class cell, which we obtain from the Census Bureau’s Business Dynamics Statistics.

3. The dummy variables for the employment-at-will exceptions follow Autor et al. (2006). For a given exception and state, the dummy is set to one in the first and later years after the introduction of the exception, and zero in earlier years. The data are taken from [http://economics.mit.edu/faculty/dauthor/data/autdonschw06](http://economics.mit.edu/faculty/dauthor/data/autdonschw06).

4. The “Good-Faith Exception” to the employment-at-will doctrine refers to an implied covenant to terminate a worker only in good faith and fair dealing. The “Implied-Contract Exception” refers to an implicit agreement that the employer not terminate a worker without good cause. The “Public Policy Exception” refers to an implicit agreement that the employer not terminate a worker without good cause. The “Public Policy Exception” limits the right of the employer to invoke employment-at-will when doing so would violate public policy. See Autor et al. (2006, 2007) for a fuller discussion.
Table 2: The Relationship Between Employment Rates and Labor Market Fluidity (Using the Worker Reallocation Rate)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OLS Results</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than High School</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IV Results</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than High School</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.26)</td>
<td>(0.35)</td>
<td>(0.22)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.22)</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the state level in parentheses. The dependent variable is the employment rate in the state-period-gender-education cell, and the measure of labor market fluidity is the worker reallocation rate. Control variables are state effects, the growth rate of national GDP, the deviation of national GDP from the Hodrick Prescott Trend, the Bartik-like control for state-level labor demand described in Appendix B, and controls for the number of children and young children in the household. The data are on a state by time period basis, where the time periods are 3-year non-overlapping periods from 1998-2011 (years running from April to March). The last time period only uses two years (2010-11). Each cell in the above table represents coefficients from a separate regression for the identified cell. The measures of fluidity used are from the QWI and vary by state, time period, education group, and gender. The regressions are employment-weighted using the average (over time) DHS denominator used to compute the fluidity measure. The instruments for the fluidity measure are the share of the working-age population in the state 18-24, the share of the working-age population in the state that is 25-31 and has less than a high school education, and the share of the less than high school working-age population in the state that is 25-31. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Table 3: The Relationship Between Employment Rates and Labor Market Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rate), IV Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.59)</td>
<td>(0.67)</td>
<td>(0.54)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.26)</td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
<td>(0.24)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.22)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(0.35)</td>
<td>(0.38)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
<td>(0.26)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the state level in parentheses. The dependent variable is the employment rate in the state-period-gender-education cell, and the measure of labor market fluidity is the worker reallocation rate. Control variables are state effects, the growth rate of national GDP, the deviation of national GDP from the Hodrick Prescott Trend, the Bartik-like control for state-level labor demand described in Appendix B, and controls for the number of children and young children in the household. The data are on a state by time period basis, where the time periods are 3-year non-overlapping periods from 1998-2011 (years running from April to March). The last time period only uses two years (2010-11). Each cell in the above table reports coefficients for indicated demographic group. The fluidity measures are from the QWI and vary by state, time period, education group, and gender. The regressions are employment-weighted using the average (over time) DHS denominator used to compute the fluidity measure. The instruments for the fluidity measure are the share of the working-age population in the state 18-24, the share of the working-age population in the state that is 25-31 and has less than a high school education, and the share of the less than high school working-age population in the state that is 25-31. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure A.1: Employment Share of Firms Five Years Old or Younger, United States, 1982-2011

Note: This figure is drawn from Decker et al. (2014a) and tabulated from the Business Dynamic Statistics available at http://www.census.gov/ces/dataproducts/bds/. 
Figure A.2: Quarterly Churn Rates by Gender and Age Group, 1999 to 2012

Notes:

1. Tabulations from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators dataset at [http://lehd.ces.census.gov/applications/qwi_online/](http://lehd.ces.census.gov/applications/qwi_online/). The plots show annual averages of quarterly rates based on administrative data for most U.S. states. Years are defined as 2nd quarter of year t-1 to 1st quarter of year t.
2. See Figure 6 in the main text for the corresponding job and worker reallocation rates.
Figure A.3: Quarterly Churn Rates by Gender and Education, 1998 to 2011

Notes:

1. Tabulations from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators dataset at http://lehd.ces.census.gov/applications/qwi_online/. The plots show annual averages of quarterly rates for workers 18 to 64 years of age based on administrative data for most U.S. states.

2. See Figure 6 in the main text for the corresponding job and worker reallocation rates.
Figure A.4: Layoffs, Unemployment Inflows, Job Destruction, and Initial Claims for Unemployment Insurance Benefits, Quarterly Rates, 1990Q2 to 20013Q4

Notes:

1. Updated from Figure 9 in Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger (2012). All series are seasonally adjusted and expressed as a percent of employment. Shaded regions indicate NBER-dated recessions.

2. Job destruction rates in the private sector from the BED program, as tabulated directly from establishment-level data by Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger (2012) for 1990Q2 to 2010Q2 and spliced to published BED data thereafter. The splice is based on overlapping data from 2006Q1 to 2010Q2.

3. Quarterly layoff rates based on the layoff concept in the JOLTS, as constructed from establishment-level data from 2001Q3 to 2010Q2 and extended back to 1990Q2 by Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger (2012). From 2010Q3 onwards, we sum the monthly layoff rate published by the JOLTS program and splice to the quarterly layoff rates in earlier years. The splice is based on overlapping data from 2006Q1 to 2010Q2.

4. Unemployment inflow rates calculated from CPS data as number of short-term unemployed (less than 5 weeks) divided by civilian employment. We calculate monthly inflow rates in the CPS data and sum over months to obtain quarterly inflow rates. To adjust for the 1994 CPS redesign, we divide the number of short-term unemployed by 1.1 prior to 1994.

5. Initial UI claims are quarterly sums of weekly new claims for unemployment insurance benefits, expressed as a percent of nonfarm payroll employment in the Current Employment Statistics. Weekly new claims are available at [www.ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/claims.asp](http://www.ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/claims.asp). We sum weekly claims in the month, rescale the sum to represent 4 and 1/3 weeks worth of claims, and divide by CES employment in the month. We then sum over months to obtain a quarterly series.
Figure A.5: Change in State-Level Worker Reallocation Rates from 1999-01 to 2010-12, Actual and Holding Age and Education Distributions Fixed within States

Note: Authors’ calculations using data from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators. We use the same age and education categories and dating conventions as in Figures 6 and 7.
Figure A.6: Change in State-Level Worker Reallocation Rates from 1999-01 to 2010-12, Actual and Holding Industry Distributions Fixed within States

Note: Authors’ calculations using data from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators at the state-industry-year level, where the industries are disaggregated to the 4-digit NAICS level. We use the same dating convention as in Figures 6 and 7.
Figure A.7: Change in State-Level Job Reallocation Rates from 1988-90 to 2008-10, Actual and Holding Industry Distributions Fixed within States

Note: Authors’ calculations using data from the Business Dynamics Statistics at the state-industry-year level, where the industries are disaggregated to the one-digit NAICS level.
Figure A.8: Unemployment to Population Rates by Age and Education for Selected Sub-Periods, Males

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males, less than high school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males, high school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males, some college</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males, college or higher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Tabulations from CPS micro data.
Figure A.9: Unemployment to Population Rates by Age and Education for Selected Sub-Periods, Females

Source: Tabulations from CPS micro data.
Figure A.10. Actual vs. Predicted Long Differences in Employment Rates at the State Level Using Worker Reallocation (QWI), By Education, Males

**Males, Less than High School**
- Slope of line: 0.03
- R-squared: 0.003

**Males, High School**
- Slope of line: 0.34
- R-squared: 0.17

**Males, Some College**
- Slope of line: 0.43
- R-squared: 0.14

**Males, College**
- Slope of line: 0.41
- R-squared: 0.04
Figure A.11. Actual vs. Predicted Long Differences in Employment Rates at the State Level Using Worker Reallocation (QWI), By Education, Females

Females, Less than High School

- Slope of line: -0.38
- R-squared: 0.08

Females, High School

- Slope of line: 0.76
- R-squared: 0.08

Females, Some College

- Slope of line: 0.26
- R-squared: 0.08

Females, College

- Slope of line: 0.06
- R-squared: 0.002
Figure A.12. Actual vs. Predicted Long Differences in Employment Rates at the State Level, By Education Groups and Sub-Periods (BDS job reallocation), Males

- **Males, Less than High School**
  - Slope of fit line: 0.32
  - R-squared: 0.089

- **Males, High School**
  - Slope of fit line: 0.45
  - R-squared: 0.26

- **Males, Some College**
  - Slope of fit line: 0.85
  - R-squared: 0.43

- **Males, College**
  - Slope of fit line: 0.69
  - R-squared: 0.16
Figure A.13. Actual vs. Predicted Long Differences in Employment Rates at the State Level, By Education Groups and Sub-Periods (BDS job reallocation), Females

- **Females, Less than High School**
  - Slope of fit line: 0.71
  - R-squared: 0.25

- **Females, High School**
  - Slope of fit line: 0.56
  - R-squared: 0.40

- **Females, Some College**
  - Slope of fit line: 1.29
  - R-squared: 0.45

- **Females, College**
  - Slope of fit line: 0.97
  - R-squared: 0.18
Figure A.14: Actual and Predicted Changes in Employment Rates from Changes in Fluidity (QWI Job Reallocation Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11, Males

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from specifications relating employment rates to QWI job reallocation rates for the 1998-2011 period. Predicted changes use changes in fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure A.15. Actual and Predicted Changes in Employment Rates from Changes in Fluidity (QWI Job Reallocation Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11, Females

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from specifications relating employment rates to QWI job reallocation rates for the 1998-2011 period. Predicted changes use changes in fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure A.16. Actual and Predicted Changes in Employment Rates from Changes in Fluidity (QWI Churn Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11, Males

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from specifications relating employment rates to QWI churn rates for the 1998-2011 period. Predicted changes use changes in fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure A.17. Actual and Predicted Changes in Employment Rates from Changes in Fluidity (QWI Churn Rate), 1998-00 to 2010-11, Females

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from specifications relating employment rates to QWI churn rates for the 1998-2011 period. Predicted changes use changes in fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure A.18. Actual vs. Predicted Changes in Employment Rate from Changes in Fluidity (BDS Job Reallocation Rate), 1987-89 to 1999-01, Males

Notes: Predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from specifications relating employment rates to BDS job reallocation rates for the 1987-2009 period. Predicted changes use changes in fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure A.19. Actual vs. Predicted Changes in Employment Rate from Changes in Fluidity (BDS Job Reallocation Rate), 1987-89 to 1999-01, Females

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from specifications relating employment rates to BDS job reallocation rates for the 1987-2009 period. Predicted changes use changes in fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure A.20. Actual vs. Predicted Changes in Employment Rate from Changes in Fluidity (BDS Job Reallocation Rate), 1999-01 to 2008-10, Males

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from specifications relating employment rates to BDS job reallocation rates for the 1987-2009 period. Predicted changes use changes in fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Figure A.21. Actual vs. Predicted Changes in Employment Rate from Changes in Fluidity (BDS Job Reallocation Rate), 1999-01 to 2008-10, Females

Notes: The predicted changes use the estimated coefficients from specifications relating employment rates to BDS job reallocation rates for the 1987-2009 period. Predicted changes use changes in fluidity measures at the national level. All other effects are held constant. No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Appendix Tables

Table A.1 P-Values for Test of Overidentifying Restrictions for IV Results in Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-Values for IV Results</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Males</strong></td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Females</strong></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2 The Relationship Between Employment Rates and Labor Market Fluidity (Job reallocation Rates BDS), OLS and IV Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OLS Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Less than High School</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Less than High School</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the state level in parentheses. The dependent variable is the employment rate in the state-period-gender-education cell, and the measure of labor market fluidity is the BDS job reallocation rate. Control variables are state effects, the growth rate of national GDP, the deviation of national GDP from the Hodrick Prescott Trend, the Bartik-like control for state level labor demand described in Appendix B, and controls for the number of children and young children in the household. The data are on a state by time period basis, where the time periods are 3-year non-overlapping periods from 1987-2010 (years running from April to March). Each cell in the above table reports coefficients from a separate regression for the indicated group. The fluidity measure (job reallocation rate) varies by state and time period. The regressions are employment-weighted using the average (over time) DHS denominator used to compute the fluidity measure. The instruments for the fluidity measure are the share of the working-age population in the state that is 18-24 and the first reallocation intensity instrument described in Appendix B (the IM instrument). No estimates are presented for Age<25 and College.
Table A.3 P-Values for Test of Overidentifying Restrictions for IV Results in Table A.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P-Values for IV Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4 P-Values for Test of Overidentifying Restrictions for IV Results in Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Males, P-Values for IV Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Females, P-Values for IV Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.5: The Relationship Between Employment Rates and Labor Market Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rates), OLS Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: See Table 3 in the main text.
Table A.6 Implied Elasticities for Employment Rates and U-Pop Rates With Respect to Changes in Worker Reallocation Rates, Males

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>-2.22</td>
<td>-2.05</td>
<td>-2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
<td>-2.61</td>
<td>-2.10</td>
<td>-2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>-3.07</td>
<td>-3.14</td>
<td>-2.96</td>
<td>-3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>-3.11</td>
<td>-4.17</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
<td>-3.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The top panel reports elasticities based on the estimates from Table 3. The bottom panel has the estimates based on Table A.7 below.
Table A.7: The Relationship Between U-Pop Rates and Labor Market Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rates), IV Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
<td>(0.32)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The specifications considered in this table are the same as in Table 3, except that the dependent variable is the U-Pop rate (ratio of unemployed persons to all persons in the group) rather than the employment rate. See notes to Table 3 for additional information.
Table A.8 P-Values for Test of Overidentifying Restrictions for IV Results in Table A.7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Males, P-Values for IV Results</th>
<th>Females, P-Values for IV Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than High School</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>Some College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.9: The Relationship Between Employment Rates and Labor Market Fluidity (Worker Reallocation Rate), Using 2 Year MA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV Results (All Periods)</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.72 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.39)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.56 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.47 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.33 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV Results (Outside the Great Recession)</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.76 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.34)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.60 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV Results (During the Great Recession)</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.43 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.35)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.87)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.99 (0.66)</td>
<td>1.09 (0.49)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.57)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.59)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV Results (Pre-2007)</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.46 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.36)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.48 (0.24)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.29 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV Results (Post-2007)</th>
<th>Less than High School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Some College</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.81 (0.41)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.31)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.66)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.77 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.32)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.41)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table follows the measures, specifications and IV estimation in Table 2 except as follows: All variables are averages for 2-year non-overlapping time periods rather than 3-year periods. The second panel above considers a specification that allows the coefficient on the worker reallocation fluidity measure to differ freely between the 2008-09 Great Recession period and the rest of the sample. Specifically, the regression considers the same controls as in the top panel while
including GR*Worker Reallocation Rate and (1-GR)*Worker Reallocation Rate as explanatory variables, where GR=1 for the 2-year 2008-09 and 0 otherwise. It also includes the GR dummy variable entered separately as a regressor. The third panel adopts the same approach to allow the coefficient on the worker reallocation fluidity measure to differ freely before and after 2007, i.e., between the period that ends in 2006-07 and the periods 2008-09 and 2010-11. See notes to Table 2 for other details.
Appendix B: Description of Bartik-like (1991) measures used in the empirical analysis

We use three Bartik-like (1991) measures in Section IV. The first is a control for state-level labor demand:

\[ LD_{st} = \sum_{i} \theta_{ist} g_{it}^{\sim s}, \]

where \( LD_{st} \) varies by state \( s \) and time \( t \), \( \theta_{ist} \) are Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996) (DHS) employment weights for industry \( i \) in state \( s \) at time \( t \), and \( g_{it}^{\sim s} \) is the DHS net employment growth rate at the “national” level for industry \( i \) at time \( t \). DHS weights at the industry-state-time level are the average of employment in \( t-1 \) and \( t \) in the industry and state divided by the average of employment in \( t-1 \) and \( t \) in the state. By “national” we mean the weighted average employment growth rate for all states excluding the own state \( s \) (so the \( \sim s \) superscript refers to all states but \( s \)).

Our two Bartik-like instruments capture changes over time in state-level reallocation intensities that derive from “national” changes in the industry mix of employment and the industry-level reallocation intensities. Our first state-level reallocation intensity instrument is

\[ IM_{st} = \sum_{i} \theta_{ist-1} g_{it}^{\sim s} J_{it}^{\sim s}, \]

where \( J_{it}^{\sim s} \) is the “national” job reallocation rate for industry \( i \) at time \( t \), excluding the own state contribution to job reallocation. Here, we use lagged industry-level DHS employment weights in the state, since we use this variable as an instrument rather than a control. Our second reallocation intensity instrument is

\[ IM2_{st} = \sum_{i} \theta_{ist-1} J_{it}^{\sim s}. \]

These two measures are clearly related, but they capture somewhat different variation. The second reallocation intensity instrument captures the interaction between the industry-level reallocation intensities in other states (the \( J_{it}^{\sim s} \) terms) and the state’s own legacy industry structure (the \( \theta_{ist-1} \) industry employment shares). The first reallocation intensity instrument also includes
changes in the national industry mix of employment (the $g_{it}^s$) as part of the term that interacts with the state’s legacy industry structure. When we use these reallocation intensity instruments, we always include controls for the Bartik-like labor demand measure defined above and all other controls discussed in the main text. Thus, our IV estimation with the reallocation intensity instruments relies on variation in $IM_{st}$ and $IM2_{st}$ conditional on $LD_{st}$ and other controls to achieve identification of the fluidity effects.

In constructing the three Bartik-like measures, we proceed as follows. First, we average the quarterly QWI state-industry data on employment shares, growth rates and reallocation rates to the annual level for the retimed years defined above. (The BDS state-industry data come to us at the annual level for retimed years.) Second, we construct the “national” measures for each state and year. Third, we construct annual versions of the three Bartik-like measures defined in this appendix. Finally, we average these measures to the non-overlapping three-year periods used in the regression analysis.